
 
 

The Colonial Theatre: One Hundred Years and Growing Stronger 

With Your Help 

 

 

The Colonial Theatre, then and now 

The Colonial Theatre in Bethlehem reached its 100th Birthday in 2015.  To commemorate this 

occasion, The Friends of the Colonial initiated The Campaign for The Next Century. The 

Colonial is seeking the support of New Hampshire’s business community to sell $374,000 in 

CDFA tax credits to support this project. The Campaign for the Next Century addresses a 

number of facility shortcomings that have limited the Theatre’s growth over the last decade, and 

will be the capstone of our efforts to reinvigorate the theatre and our community, and launch the 

The Colonial into its second century.   

As documented in his 1950 memoir Open for the Season, hotelier Karl Abbott, brought the new 

century to northern New Hampshire first by converting the family stables to house 

Humpmobiles, “flivvers” and Stanley Steamers, and secondly by housing that other most 

significant icon of those “Modern Times.” “The vacant lot across the street at which I happened 

to be looking suddenly took on a vision—before my eyes rose a modern movie house with 

electrically lighted marquee.” The Colonial became the centerpiece of a thriving destination 

resort town. In its time The Colonial served a sophisticated clientele from east coast urban 

centers and in light of that, was used by major Hollywood studios to test market their films.  

Unfortunately, as the last century drew to a close, The 

Colonial’s glory days were a memory much like the hotels and 

crowds of visitors that once lined Main Street. The Theatre 

survived for years showing X-rated movies, but finally even 

that business ran its course. By the late 90’s The Colonial, 

sadly in need of repair and open for only a few weeks in the 

summer, contributed little to the cultural or economic growth 

of the area.  

http://bethlehemcolonialtheatre.org/cdfa


 
 

Where we started, winter of 2000 

 

The Friends of the Colonial was formed as a non-profit 501 C 3 in the winter of 2000 in order to 

save what may be the oldest continuously operating movie theatre in the country, and one of the 

last remaining links to the era of the grand hotels.  

From the beginning The Colonial faced two challenges: building an audience for high quality 

arts presentations, and rebuilding the facility to house them. After 14 years of successful progress 

in both areas, the Theatre has assumed its role as one of the venues that make up the cultural 

infrastructure of the state, presenting independent and world cinema, nationally recognized 

performing artists, children’s theater and a host of community partnerships and collaborations. 

Additionally, The Colonial has become a model for rural economic and community development 

through the arts. This fact was acknowledged with a special 2013 Governor’s Award in The 

Arts for Community Impact. 

Today we find ourselves in the enviable, although challenging position of responding to the 

growing needs of our performers and patrons.  As we struggle to keep up with a growing 

audience, and an exploding membership, requesting more programming and higher profile 

entertainers, we must provide a safe, functional and hospitable facility with suitable amenities. 

Our future growth, income, sustainability, and ability to attract talented staff to lead the 

organization in the years ahead, depends on making timely and strategic improvements.  

While much of what is proposed in the Campaign for the Next Century will take place literally 

“behind the scenes”, each improvement will focus on expanding cultural programming and 

enhancing our patron’s experience in order to grow our audience locally and regionally with the 

objectives of providing jobs, and an enhanced quality of life for our residents.  

To accomplish these goals the Campaign for the Next Century will: 

 Add additional men’s and women’s bathrooms for audience use.   

 Install fire & safety upgrades.   

 Expand and improve artist amenties including the construction of two bathrooms, a 
dressing room, a green room and a secure storage area.   

 Bring in-house an on-site theatre office. (Currently The Colonial is run from a shared 

home office.) 

 Add a loading dock.  

 Excuvate a basement for storage, structural reinforcements, and space preparation for a 
future HVAC system.   

 Augument performances with improvements to the stage including artist entry and exit 
points, lighting backdrops, refinsh and level stage floor. 

http://bethlehemcolonialtheatre.org/cdfa/
http://bethlehemcolonialtheatre.org/cdfa


 
 

 Improve the auditorium with new carpet,  painting the floors and walls, completing seat 
revovations and improved ventilation 

 

To help fund this project The Colonial applied to NH’s Community Development Finance 

Authority (CDFA) for the opportunity to sell $374,000 of tax credits over two years netting The 

Colonial $300,000 for improvements. In a highly competitive application process The Colonial 

was one of only two projects in northern New Hampshire to be funded. The tax credit 

program allows businesses to purchase credits against their New Hampshire Business 

Profits Tax, Business Enterprise Tax and/or Insurance Premium Taxes and invest directly 

in worthy projects in their community.  

This is an easy, cost effective way to leverage significant funds for a capable, proven arts non-

profit—especially in the era of shrinking government dollars. If you pay any of the above NH 

State taxes please help The Colonial continue to grow and serve northern New Hampshire for the 

next 100 years!  

 

For more details about our project and how you can support the arts with your tax dollars please 

go to http://bethlehemcolonialtheatre.org/cdfa or contact Executive Director, Stephen Dignazio 

at gotoshow@BethlehemColonial.org or 603-869-5603. 
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